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. General Information

Classroom: Whitehall CB 

Time: : – : PM MWF

Professor: Dr. David Royer

Office: Patterson Office Tower 

Office Hours: MWF : - : or by appointment

I reserve the right to change or amend this syllabus at any time for any reason.



Syllabus Hiory of Mathematics
Office Phone: () –

email: david.royer@uky.edu

URL: http://www.ms.uky.edu/˜droyer

Class Homepage: http://www.ms.uky.edu/˜droyer/courses/spring/MA

Text: Journey Through Genius: The Great Theorems of Mathematics, by William Dunham.
ISBN-: X.

Number of Class Meetings in the Semeer:  classes

. Course Description

We begin with two quotes from John Stillwell.

One of the disappointments experienced by mo mathematics udents is that they never
get a course on mathematics. They get courses in calculus, algebra, topology, and so on,
but the division of labor in teaching seems to prevent these different topics from being
combined into a whole. In fa�, some of the mo important and natural queions are
ifled because they fall on the wrong side of topic boundary lines. Algebrais do not
discuss the fundamental theorem of algebra because “that’s analysis” and analys do not
discuss Riemann surfaces because “that’s topology,” for example. Thus if udents are to
feel they really know mathematics by the time they graduate, there is a need to unify the
subje�.

Mathematics and its Hiory
John Stillwell

The be way to teach real mathematics, I believe, is to art deeper down, with the
elementary ideas of number and space. . . . in fa�, arithmetic, algebra, and geometry can
never be outgrown. . . by maintaining ties between these disciplines, it is possible to
present a more unified view of mathematics, yet at the same time to include more spice
and variety.

Numbers and Geometry
John Stillwell

A course in the hiory of mathematics provides an opportunity for udents of math-
ematics to address and remedy the disappointment described by Stillwell. We will think
seriously about a variety of the pillars of mathematics, the truly outanding theorems,
while trying to maintain balance and dialogue among the mo fundamental branches
of mathematics. In this way, we will hopefully create for ourselves a cohesive vision of
mathematics and eablish conne�ions between mathematics and the non-mathematical
world.

Our class sessions will consi of discussions based on daily readings. The readings will
be ru�ured around the Journey Through Genius and other shorter readings that will be
poed on the course Blackboard site. These will be a variety of short assignments, from
journal responses to traditional problems, and these will often be a arting point for our
discussions. The readings and short assignments will be the common material we draw
from. Students will also complete a major course proje�.
MA - Spring  
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Syllabus Hiory of Mathematics
One comment that mu be made regarding this course is that there are many possible

paths we could take in our inveigation of the pillars of mathematics. For example, how
does one choose the “be” theorems? What does that even mean? What makes a theorem
beautiful? Or useful? Though we will be following the path laid out by the course texts,
these queions are important and a large part of our discussions should be dedicated to
developing an underanding of our own mathematical aehetic and how it differs from
those of other people. Consider, for example, the following quote.

Beauty and insight – these are words that Erdős and his colleagues use freely [in reference
to mathematics] but have difficulty explaining. “It’s like asking why Beethoven’s Ninth
Symphony is beautiful,” Erdős said. “If you don’t see why, someone can’t tell you. I know
numbers are beautiful. If they aren’t beautiful, nothing is.”

The Man Who Loved Only Numbers:
The Story of Paul Erdős and the Search for Mathematical Truth

Paul Hoffman

While Erdős’s thoughts are satisfying in some ways, they fall short in others. There
mu be reasons why certain theorems are almo universally accepted as profoundly
beautiful while others are considered less important. What drives our sense of mathe-
matical value, both individually and colle�ively? How have those values changed over
time? These are perhaps the mo fundamental queions to ask in a hiory of math
course, because the mathematicians whose work we are udying were inspired by their
own values, leading dire�ly to where we are now. Therefore, while we will be reading
texts by experts in the hiory of mathematics, we mu look at the topics they have se-
le�ed with, simultaneously, the utmo respe� and a sharply critical eye. The following
passage from Ways of Reading is very relevant to this point.

For good reasons and bad, udents typically define their skill by reproducing rather than
queioning or revising the work of their teachers (or the work of those their teachers ask
them to read). It is important to read generously and carefully and to learn to submit to
proje�s that others have begun. But it is also important to know what you are doing – to
underand where this work comes from, whose interes it serves, how and where it is
kept together by will rather than desire, and what it might have to do with you. To fail to
ask fundamental queions – Where am I in this? How can I make my mark? Whose
interes are represented? What can I learn by reading with and again the grain? – to
fail to ask these queions is to miake skill for underanding, and it is to
misunderand the goals of a liberal education.

Ways of Reading
David Bartholomae and Anthony Petrosky
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. On Reading

We learned that if our udents had reading problems when faced with long and complex
texts, the problems lay in the way they imagined a reader – the role a reader plays, what a
reader does, why a reader reads (if not simply to satisfy the requirements of a course).
When, for example, our udents were puzzled by what they read, they took this as a sign
of failure. (“It doesn’t make any sense,” they would say, as though sense were supposed to
be waiting on the page, ready for them the fir time they read through.) And our
udents were haunted by the thought that they couldn’t remember everything they had
read. . . or if they did remember bits and pieces, they felt that the fragmented text they
possessed was evidence that they could not do what they were supposed to do. Our
udents were confronting the experience of reading, in other words, but they were
taking the problems of reading – problems all readers face – and concluding that there
was nothing for them to do but give up. . .
Our udents need to learn that there is something they can do once they have fir read
through a complicated text; successful reading is not ju a matter of “getting” an essay
the fir time. . . You work on what you read, and then what you have at the end is
something that is yours, something you made.

Ways of Reading
David Bartholomae and Anthony Petrosky

In this course, our central a�ivity will be reading mathematical texts independently.
This is not a task that mo udents are prepared for. Mathematics textbooks are gener-
ally viewed by udents as databases for homework problems or supplements to le�ures
rather than as books to be enjoyably read. This is a consequence of the fa� that textbooks
are often designed and written with confli�ing goals in mind: to provide udents with
homework problems and examples, to provide inru�ors with flexibility for a variety of
courses, to serve udents in a diverse range of majors, etc. As a result, while there are
some beautiful and fascinating textbooks available, many textbooks are not pleasures to
read, which is unfortunate. When a udent does umble upon a textbook that is worth
reading, their prior experience often discourages them from inveing the time and effort
needed to benefit from a serious reading.

The texts we will be reading are not textbooks in the usual sense. They were written
to be read, in detail and with joy, by intereed readers. They were created for their own
purpose, not in an attempt to serve the purposes of others. Because of this, the readings
will be challenging; we will need to conantly refine our reading abilities. We need to be
careful not to miake these ordinary challenges for insurmountable obacles. We also
need to recognize, from the beginning, that the a� of reading will not get any easier as
we go along. Rather, we will become familiar with and accepting of the challenges these
texts offer us. The two quotes in this se�ion offer valuable insight regarding reading that
we should keep in mind throughout the semeer.
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Syllabus Hiory of Mathematics
In order to appreciate [Finnegans] Wake’s reader-friendliness, however, one has to
abandon two assumptions about the a� of reading which frequently exi side-by-side
(though they are, on the surface at lea, contradi�ory). One is that reading is an a� of
maery whereby the text is made to yield up all its secrets and allowed to hold nothing
back; the other is that reading is a passive experience whereby the reader receives
meanings unambiguously communicated by the text. The Wake will never be
maered. . . More than this, however: the Wake teaches us, in a mo delightful way, that
no text can be maered, that meaning is not something solid and unchanging beneath the
words, attainable once and for all. All reading, the Wake insis, is an endless interchange:
the reader is affe�ed by the text at the same time as the text is affe�ed by the reader, and
neither retains a secure identity upon which the other can depend.

“Reading Joyce,” in The Cambridge Companion to James Joyce
Derek Attridge

. Course Assessment

• Attendance and Participation
– You mu be present and engaged in class discussion each day. I will take

attendance each day.
– Engagement does not mean you have to talk every day, or meet some quota of

comments. It means you have to lien to what other people are saying and
share your thoughts from time to time. I will try to use the short assignments
to facilitate participation, so be prepared for me to ask you to share your
responses in class.

– Your participation grade will be largely subje�ive. If you have any concerns,
please come talk to me.

– You are allowed  unexcused absences. Beyond that, you will lose % of your
overall course grade for each unexcused absence.

• Short Assignments
– I will assign short assignments on a regular basis. They will take a variety of

forms: for example, I might reque a written refle�ion on the reading or I
might assign a traditional problem set.

– I will regularly require typed assignments. Look at the course website for
some suggeions on word processing for mathematics.

– WARNING: No late work will be accepted.
• Quizzes

– There will be unannounced quizzes given at the beginning of class throughout
the semeer. Each quiz will be worth  points.

– I will drop the two lowe quiz scores for each udent.
• Course Proje�

– You will choose a topic for and complete a major proje� related to the his-
tory of mathematics during the course of the semeer. This will be a writ-
ten proje� of length (without references) - pages with  inch margins,
 point Times New Roman font, double spaced. The main requirement is
that your proje� mu involve a “great idea” of mathematics and provide a
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Syllabus Hiory of Mathematics
well-supported argument juifying this choice of topic. All proje�s are ex-
pe�ed to be well-written, free from grammatical errors, and have excellent
mathematical depth and yle. A grading rubric will be provided early in the
semeer.

– You should dire� a significant portion of your proje� toward a general uni-
versity audience and articulate clearly which se�ions are aimed toward ex-
perts. Journey Through Genius is a good model for this type of exposition.

– You will turn in a fir version of your proje� for peer review; the fir version
mu be a complete proje� that you will revise subantially to create your
final version.

. Writing Initiative Assistant Conferences

A course requirement is that the fir draft of your course proje� be peer edited by
a TA from the Writing Initiative. This is different than the Writing Center. You will be
assigned a specific TA who will work with you. As indicated on the syllabus, you will be
turning in the fir draft of your paper on March th. You will be required to meet with
your assigned Writing Initiative TA for a writing conference by no later than March th,
.

. Course Grades

Your total grade will be determined by your attendance and participation, short assign-
ments, quizzes, and proje�. The grading scale will be no ri�er than the usual A>.,
B>., C>., D>., E otherwise, weighted as follows:

• Attendance and Participation: %
• Short Assignments: %
• Quizzes: %
• Proje�:

– Fir Version: %
– Final Version: %

. Academic Integrity and Classroom Demeanor

All udents are expe�ed to follow the academic integrity andards as explained in
the University Senate Rules, particularly Chapter , found at:

http://www.uky.edu/Faculty/Senate/rules regulations/index.htm
Turn off all cell phones, pagers, etc. prior to entering the classroom. You are not to use
your cell phones, pagers, or other ele�ronic devices during class. An attitude of respe�
for and civility towards other udents in the class and the inru�or is expe�ed at all
times.

. Classroom and Learning Accommodations

Any udent with a disability who is taking this course and needs classroom or exam ac-
commodations should conta� the Disability Resource Center, -, room  Alumni
Gym, jkarnes@uky.edu.
MA - Spring  
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. Writing Intensive Course Information

.. Student Eligibility. This is a writing-intensive (W) course approved to fulfill the
upper tier of the graduation writing requirement (GWR). To receive W credit for this
course, you mu have successfully completed the fir-year writing requirement (ENG
 or its equivalent) and have completed at lea  hours of coursework.

.. Learning Outcomes.
• Write a paper that is essentially free of mechanical errors (grammar, pun�uation,

spelling, and syntax) and awkwardness, using a yle that is appropriate to the
purpose and audience.
• Demonrate an ability to discover, evaluate, and clearly present evidence in sup-

port of an argument in the subje� area and utilize documentation that conforms
to the formats and the citation conventions of the subje� area.
• Be aware that composing a successful text frequently takes multiple drafts, with

varying degrees of focus on generating, revising, editing, and proofreading.
• Write a capable, intereing essay about a complex issue (discipline-specific) for a

general university audience.

.. MinimumWriting Requirements.
• Students will be required to write a minimum of  pages of formal writing.
• At lea  of these pages mu be single-authored assignments.
• No assignments requiring fewer than  pages may be included in the -page

minimum.
• These  pages mu go through a draft, review, and revision process. Peer review

is sufficient to meet the review requirement.

.. Grading Policies. To pass the course, udents mu earn a grade of “C” or higher on
ALL FORMAL assignments. Inru�ors can consider additional formal writing, writing
other than the formal writing, or additional proje�s and assignments in the final grade
computation. Thus, udents can receive lower than a “C” as a final grade and ill receive
GWR credit. Any major assignment that receives a “D” or below mu be revised to refle�
competency and resubmitted. Inru�ors may limit the number of revision attempts and
set time reri�ions on revisions. At the discretion of the inru�or, udents who fail to
achieve competency may receive an “I” (incomplete) grade, but in no case may a udent
whose writing fails to reach the level of “C” (competent) receive a passing grade in a
course that satisfies the University Writing Requirement.

.. Plagiarism. Part II of Student Rights and Responsibilities (..; online at
http://www.uky.edu/StudentAffairs/Code/part.html) ates that all academic work writ-
ten or otherwise submitted by udents to their inru�ors or other academic supervisors
is expe�ed to be the result of their own thought, research, or self expression. In cases
where udents feel unsure about a queion of plagiarism involving their work they are
obliged to consult their inru�ors on the matter before submission.

When udents submit work purporting to be their own but which in any way borrows
ideas organization wording or anything else from another source without appropriate
acknowledgment of the fa� the udents are guilty of plagiarism.
MA - Spring  



Syllabus Hiory of Mathematics
Plagiarism includes reproducing someone else’s work whether it be published article

chapter of a book a paper from a friend or some file or whatever. Plagiarism also includes
the pra�ice of employing or allowing another person to alter or revise the work which a
udent submits as his/her own whoever that other person may be. Students may discuss
assignments among themselves or with an inru�or or tutor but when the a�ual work
is done it mu be done by the udent and the udent alone.

When a udent’s assignment involves research in outside sources or information the
udent mu carefully acknowledge exa�ly what where and how he/she has employed
them. If the words of someone else are used the udent mu put quotation marks around
the passage in queion and add an appropriate indication of its origin. Plagiarism also
includes making simple changes while leaving the organization content and phraseology
inta�. However nothing in these Rules shall apply to those ideas which are so generally
and freely circulated as to be a part of the public domain.

.. Assessment. Students mu submit an ungraded copy of one of their minimum four
page papers to the inru�or for SACS assessment. This paper should contain only your
udent id number (NOT SOCIAL!) lied at the top of the page. All other identifying
information (udent name, inru�or name, course and se�ion number, etc) should be
removed. The udent id or billing number is located on the right hand corner of the
udent ID card.

.. Information. Queions about the W option should be referred to the Dire�or of
the UK Writing Initiative, Professor Janet Carey Eldred, eldred@uky.edu

. Tentative Schedule

Next to each date is the material that is to be read prior to class that day. Abbreviations:
JTG = Journey Through Genius.
Jan : Syllabus Preview
Jan : JTG: Preface

Course Syllabus
HW Due

Jan : MLK Holiday
Jan : JTG: Ch , pgs –

Extending the remarks on page  of JTG, familiarize yourself with a proof that√
2 is irrational that does not use results about decimal expansions. (Wikipedia is

one possible source.)
HW Due

Jan : JTG: Ch , pgs –

Jan : JTG: Ch , pgs –
Jan : JTG: Ch , pgs –

HW Due
Jan : JTG: Ch /, pgs –

MA - Spring  



Syllabus Hiory of Mathematics
Jan : JTG: Ch , pgs –

Extending the remarks on page  of JTG, familiarize yourself with a proof that
the Euclidean algorithm works. (Wikipedia is one possible source.)

Feb : JTG: Ch , pgs –
Course Proje� Topic Due
HW Due

Feb : JTG: Ch , pgs –

Feb : JTG: Ch , pgs -
Feb : JTG: Ch , pgs –

HW Due
Feb : JTG: Ch , pgs –

Feb : JTG: Ch , pgs –
Feb : JTG: Ch , pgs –

HW Due
Feb : JTG: Ch , pgs –

Feb : JTG: Ch , pgs –
Feb : JTG: Ch , pgs –

HW Due
Feb : No class

Feb : JTG: Ch , pgs –
Mar : PEER EDIT DAY: Fir Version of Course Proje� Due
Mar :

Mar :
Mar : HW Due

Mar :

Spring Vacation: March –

Mar : JTG: Ch , pgs –
Mar : JTG: Ch , pgs –

HW Due
Mar : JTG: Ch , pgs –

Mar : JTG: Ch , pgs –
Apr : JTG: Ch , pgs –

HW Due
Apr : JTG: Ch , pgs –

Apr : JTG: Ch , pgs –
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Syllabus Hiory of Mathematics
Apr : JTG: Ch , pgs –

HW Due
Apr : JTG: Ch , pgs –

Following up on JTG page , familiarize yourself with a detailed atement of
the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra. (Wikipedia is one possible source.)

Apr :
Apr : No Reading.
Apr : Final Version of Course Proje� Due

Apr : JTG: Ch , pgs –
Apr : JTG: Ch , pgs –

HW Due
Apr : JTG: Ch , pgs JTG: –

Apr : JTG: Ch , pgs –
Apr : JTG: pgs –

HW Due
Apr : No Reading

Final:  AM, Monday, May nd, .
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